Abstract-Memory-centric computing with on-chip nonvolatile memories provides unique opportunities for native and local information processing in an energy-efficient manner. Design and modeling methodology based on resistive random access memory (RRAM) is presented in this paper. A hierarchical RRAM SPICE model having different levels of physics realism is described, where the incorporated stochasticity provides a more accurate representation of RRAM operations. Three in-memory operation schemes are developed and experimentally verified for reconfigurable in-memory logic, using RRAM built in 3-D vertical structure (i.e., 3-D RRAM). As a case study for RRAM-centric computing systems, we evaluate the use of 3-D RRAMs for a language recognition system using the hyperdimensional (HD) computing model. Utilizing the inherent properties of 3-D RRAM, we demonstrate, using fabricated 3-D RRAM integrated with FinFET, the essential kernels for HD operations: multiplication, addition, and permutation (MAP). RRAM-centric HD systems exhibit strong resilience to hard errors induced by RRAM endurance failures, making a promising case for using various types of RRAM for memory-centric HD systems.
issues, 3D RRAM technology offers a high-capacity, highbandwidth on-chip storage solution, as well as the capability towards fine-grained monolithic 3D integration with logic [5] [6] [7] . Additionally, memory subsystems can be designed in a smart way by equipping logic functionalities therein, leading towards memory-centric computing systems. Previous examples in such context include performing or accelerating certain computations within SRAM and TCAM [8] [9] [10] , as well as various emerging non-volatile memories [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In this work, to facilitate the design and modeling of RRAM-centric computing systems, first an RRAM SPICE model having three hierarchical levels of physics realism is described. This hierarchical model is more compatible with circuit and system analysis compared with several RRAM physical models [18] [19] [20] , and meanwhile still maintains different levels of depth of device physics such as sub-threshold stochastic switching, which makes it more accurate with better generalization than analytical models [21] , [22] . Next, as an example of building blocks for RRAM-centric computing systems, three in-memory operation schemes are developed for flexible and reconfigurable inmemory logic operations within 3D RRAM. The operation schemes are experimentally verified with electrical measurements on one transistor-four resistor (1T-4R) 3D RRAM devices. Finally, as a case study, we design and implement multiplication-addition-permutation (MAP) kernels using 1T-4R 3D RRAMs for hyperdimensional (HD) computing, a neural-inspired cognitive computation model capable of learning from few examples [23] [24] [25] . Taking the device variations and endurance limitations into account, systemlevel simulations are performed to evaluate an RRAM-based HD language recognition system, showing strong resilience to hard errors induced by RRAM endurance failures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a brief overview of RRAM technologies is given, emphasizing the use of RRAM for memory-centric computing systems. Section III discusses the stochastic switching behaviors of RRAM and the corresponding SPICE model. Section IV introduces three in-memory operation schemes and experimental demonstrations of logic operations with 1T-4R 3D RRAMs. Section V further presents the evaluation of a RRAM-centric HD language recognition system. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. OVERVIEW OF RRAM TECHNOLOGIES
RRAM employs resistive switching phenomenon in metaloxide materials to store information in a non-volatile 1549-8328 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. manner [26] , [27] . An RRAM cell consists of a top electrode (TE), a bottom electrode (BE), and a metal-oxide layer in between, forming a simple metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure. Resistive switching can be induced by applying voltage across an RRAM cell. The applied electrical field drives the generation, motion, and recombination of oxygen vacancies (V O ), which leads to the formation and rupture of conductive filaments (CFs) in the oxide layer. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the formation of CFs connects the top and bottom electrodes, and the two-terminal device changes from a high resistance state (HRS) to a low resistance state (LRS) once the applied voltage exceeds the threshold voltage for this specific write trial. This is referred to as the SET process and the threshold voltages are called the SET voltage (V S ET ), which typically follows a statistical distribution due to device variability. The rupture of CFs causes the RRAM to switch from LRS back to HRS once the applied voltage exceeds the threshold value for this write trial. This is referred to as the RESET process and the threshold voltages are called the RESET voltage (V R E S ET ) following a statistical distribution. RRAM can be fabricated in the back-end-of-line (BEOL) interconnect wiring layers using CMOS-compatible materials [28] , and further can be built into a high-density 3D structure using low BEOL-compatible fabrication temperatures [5] , [6] , enabling monolithic 3D ICs [7] . Promising characteristics have been reported on various types of RRAM, including 50-nA low-current AlO x RRAM [29] , 300-ps fastswitching HfO x RRAM [30] , 10 nm scaled RRAM cells [31] , TaO x bilayer RRAM with 10 12 endurance cycles [32] , as well as Gb-level-capacity functional chip demonstrations [33] , [34] . Recent advancements have also been reported regarding closer integration with state-of-the-art CMOS platform, monolithic 3D chip demonstration, and reliability improvement at cell level and array level [35] [36] [37] [38] . These demonstrated characteristics along with inherent device properties enables unique logic designs and applications using RRAM. Various RRAM-based designs have been reported for material implication (IMP) logic [17] , [39] [40] [41] [42] , sequential logic [43] [44] [45] , and majority-inverter graphs [46] . For memory-centric computing systems, RRAM endurance might become the bottleneck if write operations are frequent on certain physical addresses. At the device level, several strategies for improving the endurance have been reported. RRAM devices dominated by interfacial switching physics have improved endurance characteristics, trading-off the retention time [47] . Use of a via-hole device structure can lead to two orders of magnitude improvement in endurance over conventional cross-point structure, due to confined CF paths [48] . A plasma-oxidized bilayer oxide structure exhibits endurance up to 10 12 cycles [32] . From a circuit operation perspective, a large optimization space exists that includes the bias scheme, pulse amplitude, pulse width, rise/fall time, and pulse shape. For instance, it is reported that optimized SET/RESET pulses or shorter RESET pulse width is beneficial for HfO x -based and TaO x -based RRAM [49] . Furthermore, recovery scheme can be employed in the controller circuitry to recover failed bits [50] . Many endurance failures are not due to hard breakdown; therefore, a failure bit can be recovered by a one-shot DC sweep [49] or AC pulse operation [50] . Besides device-level and circuit-level strategies, it may be even more important to co-design the algorithms and the memory-centric computing systems that can mitigate the endurance limitation in the first place. We will elucidate on this point with a case study in Section V.
III. SPICE MODEL OF RRAM WITH STOCHASTICITY
Developing RRAM SPICE models that capture and generalize the key device characteristics is important for RRAM circuit design [18] . Moreover, in the context of designing RRAMcentric computing systems, having a hierarchy of model levels in terms of complexity and depth of RRAM device physics can be greatly beneficial for a variety of design objectives as well as reducing simulation time. Here, we extend our previous Verilog-A coded SPICE models [51] , [52] , and describe three model levels (Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3).
Resistive switching characteristics of RRAM devices have a strong correlation with the CF evolution processes, where the electric field and Joule heating effects play critical roles. Based on this physical picture, our previous SPICE model captures the two-dimensional CF evolution process with tunneling gap distance (g) and CF radius (r ) as the key variables, and uses a set of differential equations, dependent on the electrical field and temperature, to describe the evolution of g and r during SET/RESET operations [51] . The I-V characteristics are determined by the conduction mechanisms consisting of hopping current and metallic current, as described by:
where I 0 is the hopping current density, and g T and V T are fitting parameters. The Level 1 model reproduces the core resistive switching behaviors during SET/RESET operations, as indicated by Fig. 2 that compares the measured and modeled DC I-V characteristics of TiN/HfO x /TiO x /Pt RRAM. The variability of the gap distance, CF length, and CF radius due to the stochastic nature of the processes of formation/migration/dissolution of the CF results in a statistical distribution of HRS resistance (R H RS ) and LRS resistance (R L RS ) after the write operations [53] [54] [55] . To model such characteristics, randomness is added to the CF geometry during resistive switching process in the Level 2 model. The CF variables g and r are determined by:
where χ (t) is a zero-mean Gaussian sequence with a root mean square of unity. δ g and δ r are amplitude fitting parameters. Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3(b) show the measured and modeled resistance distributions, respectively, obtained under various programming conditions. The compliance current (I C ) used for SET impacts the CF lateral growth, leading to lower R L RS levels for larger compliance currents. The maximum voltage during RESET (V stop ) determines the final gap distance or the CF length, resulting in a higher R H RS for a larger maximum voltage. Such variations are reproduced using the Level 2 model, which dynamically captures two-dimensional CF evolution in a formulation that includes CF geometry variability. For a SET operation of a filamentary RRAM device, when the applied voltage is lower than the nominal V S ET threshold (median threshold voltage extracted from DC I-V curves), switching from HRS to LRS becomes a stochastic process, which can be characterized by a SET probability (P S ET ). Such sub-threshold stochastic behaviors of RRAM from cycle to cycle and from device to device are important for the circuit design in the low-voltage regime, where lowering voltage reduces both static/resistive (∼t×V 2 /R) and dynamic (∼CV 2 ) energy consumption. They may also inspire unconventional applications of RRAM in certain cases such as randomness generator, which can be useful for various Fig. 4 . Measured SET probability (P S E T ) map as a function of applied pulse amplitude and pulse width on a typical device. Pulse rise/fall times are 10% of pulse width.
scenarios. We characterize the stochastic SET behaviors on HfO x RRAM [56] by applying 100 cycles of SET-read-RESET operations on a typical device and calculating a P S ET value. In this way, a complete map of P S ET is obtained as a function of applied pulse amplitude and pulse width, as shown in Fig. 4 . It is observed that for certain P S ET values obtained from an individual RRAM cell, the pulse amplitude and pulse width follows a nonlinear voltage-time relationship in the sub-threshold regime. This suggests that a large design and optimization space exists in the low-voltage regime. To capture the characteristics in a model (Level 3), we incorporate the cycle-to-cycle (C2C) and device-to-device (D2D) stochasticity into the V O activation energy (E a ) and the oxygen ion (O 2− ) hopping barrier (E h ). Previous experimental evidence has implied that C2C and D2D variations are mathematically equivalent [54] . Therefore, such add-on stochasticity for the key energy barriers for cycle-to-cycle operations is also valid for variations across different devices. On top of Level 1 and Level 2, Level 3 can be described by a Monte Carlo approach in SPICE:
where E a is associated with the SET process and E h is associated with the RESET process. Since the condition of the filamentary switching region varies from cycle to cycle, the energy barriers are effective values that change from cycle to cycle, instead of fixed ones. E a and E h are sampled from normal distributions during the Monte Carlo simulations of CF evolution. To reproduce stochastic SET behaviors, C2C and D2D measurements are performed on RRAM devices using three pulse conditions selected from Fig. 4 that result in 50% P S ET , while the stochasticity of E a is turned on in the Level 3 model. Using the stochasticity incorporated into the energy barriers, the Monte Carlo simulations using Level 3 model are able to reproduce the experimental observations under different pulse conditions, as indicated in Fig. 5 . Although the three pulse conditions are chosen to achieve 50% P S ET , there exists D2D variations of P S ET values collected from different RRAM devices. As exhibited by both experimental and modeling data, shorter pulses produce tighter distributions of P S ET centering around 50% across multiple RRAM devices. The P S ET values measured from multiple devices (D2D measurements) show relatively tight distributions as compared to C2C variability; C2C variability is large under weak programming conditions. This hierarchical RRAM SPICE model with a more accurate representation of resistive device properties can facilitate RRAM circuit designs that may capitalize on the inherent RRAM physics.
IV. LOGIC OPERATIONS WITHIN 3D RRAM
In this section, we describe the design principles and experimental demonstrations of in-memory logic operations with 1T-4R 3D vertical RRAM. Compared with previous studies [17] , [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] , our design methodology features the following aspects: 1) 3D RRAM device/circuit structure provides costeffective, high-density data storage/manipulation capabilities over conventional 2D RRAM structures; 2) Three in-memory operation schemes are provided addressing different computation needs: half-V DD scheme, V DD /GND scheme, and 3D-LUT scheme; 3) operations are non-volatile, cascadable, and free from destructive read; 4) reconfigurable LUTs are formed in 3D memories during computation to help mitigate endurance limitations.
A. Three In-Memory Operation Schemes
Fig . 6 shows the schematic of a 3D vertical RRAM array with select transistors, where RRAM cells are located between vertical pillar electrodes and horizontal plane electrodes and can be individually randomly accessed by addressing the corresponding word line (WL), bit line (BL), and select line (SL). Three in-memory operation schemes for implementing logic functions are developed for the 3D vertical RRAM. The fourlayer HfO x 3D RRAM/FinFET devices reported in [56] are used for early-stage experimental verification. Logic variables are initialized and stored in 3D RRAM in the non-volatile fashion, where HRS corresponds to bit '0' and LRS corresponds to bit '1'. Executing Boolean logic functions is essentially a mapping from inputs to an output. To achieve the initialization and mapping operations, three operation schemes are designed, as illustrated in Fig. 7 for a 2-input logic function. In the 4-layer 3D RRAM structure, A and Bstore logic inputs, and C and D are logic outputs. The input values ( A and B) are loaded in via conventional SET/RESET operations on RRAM cells [57] .
In the half-V D D scheme, the integrated transistor is turned on and biased in the linear region. Meanwhile, a pair of V D D and V D D /2 biases are applied on the WL plane electrodes of two RRAM cells, e.g., Aand C, which share the same vertical pillar electrode. The output cell C is initialized to '1' via a SET operation. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , the biased RRAM cells and the linear-region transistor together form a voltage dividing structure. As a result, the voltage across cell C (V C ) is dependent on the logic input or the resistance state of cell A. If bit '1' is written into A, voltage on the pillar electrode (V P ) will be pulled up due to the voltage dividing with the linear-region transistor. Since V C =V D D -V P , it leaves insufficient voltage for a write operation on C. In contrast, if bit '0' is written into A, V P will be pulled down as the high resistance of A will 'cut off' the current path fromV D D /2. Thus, when A is a "1", a sufficient voltage is generated across C to change the logic state. Additionally, a variant of half-V DD scheme can be used, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . In this case, V D D is applied to the drain of the transistor, V D D /2 is applied to A, and C is grounded. In this variant, the INV function and IMP logic can be realized more efficiently. It is worth noting that C can also serve as an input either for a 3-input logic function, or for another cascading function that takes the C output as the new input.
In the V D D /GND scheme, a different bias condition is employed on the same structure, with the same purpose of triggering the logic mapping from inputs to an output. As shown in Fig. 7(c) , the select transistor is turned off, and a pair of V D D and GND are applied to the WL plane electrodes of two RRAM cells, e.g., Band D. The two biased RRAM cells form an in-series structure due to the common vertical pillar. This operation mode with two RRAM cells in series is different from the complementary switches [43] , as it does not suffer from the destructive read issue that complementary switches have. In this scheme, all the logic outputs such as D are initialized to '0' first. If B = 0, the voltage division between two RRAM cells alone will not SET or RESET either of the Fig. 8 . For the half-V DD scheme ( Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) ), different input cell states result in different pillar voltage (V P ), and thereby different voltage across the output RRAM cell (V R R AM ). Similarly, for the V DD /GND scheme (Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(d) ), it is shown that V R R AM has dependency on the input cell state in this common-pillar vertical structure.
In the 3D-LUT scheme, RRAM cells along the 3D vertical pillars are programmed to represent various logic input/output data. Therefore, for the mostly-read logic activities, logic inputs are decoded, and the corresponding transistor is turned on to select the correct vertical pillar, where the logic outputs are already stored in upper layers. Read voltage (V R E AD ) is applied to the WLs for logic evaluation, which aligns with the readout operations. As illustrated in Fig. 7(d) , in this 3D-LUT structure, a certain logic function block with different input/output combinations is pre-programmed on multiple vertical pillars, which share the same BL. Meanwhile, other logic function blocks share the other BLs. The 3D-LUT scheme minimizes the write cycles on RRAM cells, which can greatly alleviate the endurance requirement.
B. Experimental Demonstrations
To verify the in-memory operation schemes and demonstrate logic primitives, electrical measurements are conducted on 1T-4R 3D RRAMs, using Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterization system with pulse measurement units. Fig. 9 shows the measured waveforms during the execution of AND logic. There are 3 cycles in total. A and B are the logic inputs and C is the logic output (initialized to '1' by forming or SET operation during the initialization cycle). Cell D is not used in this case. Then, two cycles of half-V DD scheme are applied on the 1T-4R structure, addressing three RRAM devices. V D D /2 pulses are applied on cell A and B during the two cycles, respectively, while the V D D pulses are applied only on cell C. The pulse width is set to be 200 ns. These two cycles of pulses trigger the switching of C from '1' to '0', as indicated by the measured readout current, and thereby programmed the output C to yield an AND operation. Logic inputs and outputs are memorized in the non-volatile manner. A & B can be set to other input combinations, yet the AND operation is always ensured through two cycles of half-V DD scheme. Half-V DD scheme is suitable for AND-rich computations. As mentioned before, a variant of the half-V DD scheme can be used for INV-rich computations, where the drain of the transistor is biased with V D D , the input cell is biased with V D D /2, and the output cell is grounded. Such scheme is similar to the IMP-based INV operation [17] , [39] . Fig. 10 shows the measured waveforms during the execution of OR logic. There are 3 write cycles in total. A = 0 & B = 1 are initialized as the inputs and C is initialized to '0' during the initialization cycle. Here, the V DD /GND scheme is employed for two cycles on the 1T-4R 3D RRAM. The measured readout after the two-cycle operation indicate that a correct OR operation is performed, where C=A+ B after being switched from '0' to '1'. V DD /GND scheme is convenient for OR-rich computations for a complex Boolean expression. Here we show that the developed in-memory operation schemes are available for both AND-rich and OR-rich logic.
The 3D-LUT scheme is designed to hold the logic data in a non-volatile manner for mostly-read use cases. Thus, it is important to scrutinize the reliability. Here, the reliability of the 3D-LUT scheme is examined by performing logic evaluations and measuring bit error rates (BER) on 3D RRAMs. Specifically, in the worst-case scenario, there can be unintentional resistive switching from HRS ('0') to LRS ('1') during read operations, and error bits can be induced in logic outputs by such disturb events. Long-term electrical measurements are performed for 3D-LUT evaluations and obtain the BER statistics. Fig. 11 shows the measured and modeled data of output BER, as a function of evaluation voltage and operating temperature. The 3D-LUT scheme is read-dominant, and therefore is immune to switching-induced variations. The results also indicate that the 3D-LUT scheme is robust over a wide range of operating voltages and temperatures. Furthermore, a linear reduction of LUT evaluation voltage decreases the output BER exponentially, which is well reproduced by the RRAM SPICE model. This is because the disturb error bits originate from the nonlinear accumulation effect of CF growth. Such nonlinearity is manifest in the experimental data presented in Fig. 4 as well. When the LUT evaluation voltage is set to be 0.1 V (typical voltage for RRAM read operations), the projected BER at 150°C is below 10 −15 . Table I summarizes the design choices of different operation schemes discussed above for different cases, as a guideline for breaking down and scheduling the computation tasks for memory-centric systems. The green boxes in Table I means that the operation scheme is inherently more suitable or efficient for certain type of logic. For example, OR-rich logic can be straightforward by employing V DD /GND scheme. Both half-V DD scheme and V DD /GND scheme (or combination of them) support cascading logic for multiple stages, which is enabled by operating on additional RRAM cells along the vertical pillar. After programming 3D RRAM pillars in an array fashion, 3D-LUT scheme leads to fast and efficient logic evaluations. It does not directly support cascading logic on the fly as the stored LUTs are static. However, the contents of the LUT can be easily reconfigured with new programming cycles. Here, reconfigurable logic is demonstrated for the use of all three operation schemes in the same structure, as shown in Fig. 12 . Logic states of A to D in 1T-4R 3D RRAMs are monitored during the computation. The computing cycle marked by the gray background in Fig. 12 performs a specific logic operation with certain logic inputs using half-V DD scheme and also the V DD /GND scheme. For example, the first XOR/XNOR functions are implemented with a combination of AND, OR, IMP, and INV on the 1T-4R 3D structures. After programming, 3D-LUT scheme is employed for the mostlyread logic evaluations, which is verified by the readout resistance values of multiple cycles. The programmed LUTs can also be reconfigured for new logic functions with new input data, using a combination of the three operation schemes. Note that the operation schemes that involve resistive switching processes should be aware of the intrinsic variability of RRAM such as resistance and switching voltage variations. It is therefore desirable that device stack engineering and material optimization can improve device uniformity. However, it is also worth noting that the demonstrated logic operations on 3D RRAM are more "digital like", and a reasonable ON/OFF resistance ratio (e.g., 50∼100) can help to yield relatively reliable outputs. In the next section, we will also discuss the interaction between new computation models/algorithms and system design, where the RRAM-centric systems can be resilient to even hard memory errors (endurance failure).
V. HYPERDIMENSIONAL COMPUTING: A CASE STUDY
If the key computation primitives can be identified, novel computation models and algorithms can be efficiently mapped onto RRAM-centric computing systems. As a case study, we evaluate the use of 3D RRAM-centric architecture for hyperdimensional (HD) computing, a neural-inspired computation model that represents and processes information in high dimensionality [23] . Instead of computing with numbers, HD computing represents and processes data with high-dimensional (e.g., kilo-bit length) vectors, inspired by the remarkable correspondence of mathematical properties of high-dimensional space to human's perception, memory, and cognition [23] . Regardless of specific applications (e.g., language recognition, scene understanding) and algorithms (e.g., random indexing), HD computing requires three key operations on HD vectors: multiplication, addition, and permutation (MAP). From a hardware perspective, these vector operations are all memory-intensive. Therefore, it is desirable to perform these computation kernels for MAP operations native within the memory array without moving the data in and out of the memory array. Here we demonstrate the use of 3D RRAM to implement the MAP kernels and compare the design of an HD language recognition system with conventional CMOS logic using system-level and circuit-level simulations.
A. RRAM-Based MAP Kernels
The MAP kernels can be efficiently constructed for a 3D RRAM using the three in-memory operation schemes described earlier. The HD vector operations are then performed directly in the 3D memory. The multiplication between two HD vectors consisting of binary bits is essentially a bit-wise XOR [24] , yielding a new binary HD vector with the same dimensionality or vector length. Using the half-V DD scheme and the V DD /GND scheme described in Section IV, XOR logic can be programmed in the 3D RRAM. The 3D-LUT scheme is employed afterwards for read operations, as shown in Fig. 12 . Measurements of XOR evaluations on different vertical pillars last for 10 12 cycles and are repeated, showing the correct and reliable functionality. The addition operation in HD computing is bit summation or accumulation. It is naturally enabled by the 3D configuration of the 3D RRAM array, via current summing along the shared vertical pillars of 3D RRAMs. Fig. 14 shows the measured addition outputs up to 10 11 recurrent cycles for various 4-bit vectors, which are written into 1T-4R 3D RRAMs. As long as a reasonable memory window (e.g., R H RS /R L RS > 10) is maintained, distinct levels of correct outputs can be obtained from the addition kernel. The third operation, i.e., permutation, is shifting or shuffling of bits, and can be implemented through in-memory bit transfer following the V DD /GND scheme. As illustrated in Fig. 15 , cell A is initialized to '1' via a SET operation and the rest of three cells are initialized to '0' via RESET operations. Then, the V DD /GND scheme applied to a pair of RRAM locations and triggers the direct data copy from one cell to another without extra readout or write-back operations. The measured resistance state evolutions of RRAM cells illustrate the processes of moving bit '1' and bit '0' up ( Fig. 15 (a) ) and down ( Fig. 15 (b) ) in the 3D vertical structure. Moreover, arbitrary in-memory bit transfer is supported as well using the V DD /GND scheme. Fig. 16 shows the measured resistance state evolution of 4-layer 3D RRAM for the transfer of bit '1' (Fig. 16(a) ) and bit '0' (Fig. 16(b) ) in two arbitrary orders.
B. System-Level Evaluations
To evaluate in-memory HD computing systems with RRAM-based MAP kernels, a language recognition application (recognizing/identifying a given sentence as one of the 21 European languages) is chosen and system-level evaluations are performed based on the developed RRAM model and simulation tools. Fig. 17(a) illustrates the algorithm pipeline and Fig. 17(b) shows how the algorithm stages are implemented in multiple blocks in a 36-layer 3D array. Results are obtained from simulations with device-level experimental data and compact models incorporated. Details of the algorithm pipeline can be found in [24] , where a digital CMOS implementation was reported. For training, 21 sample texts are taken from Wortschatz Corpora [58] . The procedure starts with taking input letters sampled from a sample text and encoding them into HD vectors (vector length = 1 kbit). The random distribution of '1's and '0's in HD vectors is achieved by utilizing the stochastic SET properties of RRAM, as characterized and modeled in Section III. RRAM cells are programmed to achieve ∼50% P S ET with 4% D2D variations, which results in a balanced but random '1'/'0' distribution in a HD vector. With a sliding window of 3 letters (trigrams), the HD vectors are then multiplied (XORed), permuted, and added to generate trigram vectors. A single 1-kb-length language vector is produced after addition of all trigram vectors from a single sample text. The language vectors generated from 26 sample texts are stored in 6 layers ("LangMap") of a 3D RRAM array (Fig. 17(b) ). For inference, 21,000 unseen sentences (1,000 sentences/language) are taken from Europarl Parallel Corpus [59] . The encoded test vectors go through the same pipeline yielding test vectors for the test sentences. To identify an unseen sentence to a language, Hamming distances between learned language vectors and the test vector are measured through XOR and addition operations, and the language vector with the smallest Hamming distance points to the identified language. Simulations are performed to evaluate the system recognition accuracy while considering the constraint of RRAM endurance as write operations on RRAM cells are involved. Hard stuck-at errors are assumed when endurance failures (stuck at '1' or stuck at '0') occur on RRAM cells during the entire simulation. As shown in Fig. 18 , under various levels of RRAM endurance constraints from 10 7 cycles down to 10 3 cycles, the HD system is resilient to hard errors and the simulated recognition accuracy is maintained. This error resilience originates from the properties of the HD computation model. HD representation is holographic, which means the encoded or learned information is equally distributed among all the bits in an HD vector. Thus, certain amount of error bits can be tolerant. To compare with conventional CMOS design, the 3D RRAM design with peripheral circuits is benchmarked with a digital CMOS design [24] , using the same 28-nm PDK. Owing to the compact implementation of MAP kernels and the 3D architecture, greater than 400× area savings and 2× lower energy consumption are obtained using the RRAM-centric design, with 3% drop in recognition accuracy [25] .
A variety of essential computation kernels can be further explored with 3D RRAM technologies. For instance, the addition kernel in this work can be regarded as a special case of dot product. Utilizing the efficient current summing in 3D RRAM, a dot product kernel can be built for a class of machine learning algorithms. With parallelism, it can be extended to a matrix-vector multiplication kernel.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work presents a design and modeling example of an RRAM-centric computing system, covering various design aspects including device compact modeling, novel 3D architecture and operation schemes, experimental demonstration of key computational kernels, and algorithm-hardware co-design. The RRAM SPICE model with three hierarchical levels of physics realism can facilitate energy-efficient RRAM circuit design with a more accurate representation of RRAM behaviors. In-memory logic operations with 3D RRAMs are experimentally demonstrated; they have the benefit of having a set of flexible write and read schemes that fully utilizes inherent 3D RRAM properties. Furthermore, co-designing RRAM-centric computing systems with HD computing model is explored. Results suggest that RRAM-centric cognitive systems are resilient to hard errors induced by endurance failures, making various types of RRAM feasible for memorycentric HD computing systems.
